Premier Lending Software for the
Micro-Finance Industry
The CreditEase Micro Finance Edition has been tailored to address the specific requirements of microlending organisations. Developed by Microsoft® Gold Partner Ké Concepts, and tempered with years of
insight into the local lending environment, the solution offers cradle to grave functionality across the entire
lending and credit management lifecycle. Out of the box, CreditEase provides your enterprise with a set of
proven business processes that are easy to deploy and ideally suited for the South African environment.
The solution has several modules which covers the three
broad areas of Origination, Debtors Management and
Collections.
The Front Office (origination) is designed to
streamline, automate and manage origination, risk assessment and disbursement
processes. CreditEase exhibits a set of truly
best-of-breed origination processes evidenced by the fact
that our solutions are currently deployed within a number
of leading credit providers.
The application is extremely flexible and caters for a broad
range of financial products including personal loans,
education, mobile and consumer finance. It enables
customers to select the most convenient manner to
interact with the lending organisation, be it in a self-service
mode across the internet, in-store, telephonically, via SMS,
or in the comfort of their place of employment or residence.
Within the risk assessment module, a workflow enabled
role-based inbox is coupled with a flexible self-service rules
engine to ensure that all applications can be assessed
timeously in a single or multiple step approval process.
Assessors have a holistic integrated view of all the application information including Credit Bureau data coupled with
scanned images of all the supporting documents upon
which to make informed decisions.

Disbursements are authorised and processed in a near
real-time manner simultaneously to one or more beneficiaries. The Front Office incorporates a full enquiry capability
which manages customer facing activities and delivers
unparalleled service levels to your clients.
The Back Office manages the entire lifecycle
of the loan, focussing on the raising, tracking and receipting of instalments and
associated fees collected from financial and
third party organisations.
Offering a limitless number of contracts, CreditEase allows
you to implement a number of debtor’s books within a
single installation. An event-driven, flexible status engine
lets each of your departments, such as accounts, tax,
operations, collections and legal; view the debtor’s book
from their specific perspective. All documents and agreements that relate to the debtor or loan can be viewed at a
click of a button.
At the core of the application is a robust rules-based
multi-currency transaction engine that records each
journal processed against the debtor’s account. The
automation of transactions dramatically reduces associated administration overheads.
A powerful diary caters for typical follow-up requirements.
Activities can be escalated or re-allocated depending on the
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